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though not so often as if it had been an ignorant crowd—the
student-body could become excited, irritable, credulous, and
suggestible; in short, the ordered community tended now and
then to become a mob, though always meaning the utmost
loyalty to the college. The college authorities felt that esprit
de corps was a good thing, but they felt also that you could have
too much of a good thing. Their problem was that of breaking
up the uniformity, with the double object of encouraging
individual abilities, and of moderating the primary loyalty to
the college by means of secondary loyalties to smaller groups.
This they did by introducing optional and advanced courses,
bv introducing third-year and "refresher" courses, by offering
one-year courses to experienced teachers, by developing the
hostel system to the utmost possible extent, and by investing
strong and trusted leaders with much responsibility. The old
esprit de corps was conserved and cultivated in the general
assembly hall, but the old uniformity was replaced by a moder-
ating diversity elsewhere. This instance, drawn from actual
experience, exemplifies at once the value and the peculiar
dangers of the community spirit.
The institution In certain respects the instance given above is
as a "whole an exaggerated one* An institution in which
the students normally remain for only two
years tends to breed a community spirit possessing peculiar
characteristics, which make it a relatively difficult problem for
the authorities and leaders. A college in which the students
remain for three or four years, or a school in which the pupis
remain for five to seven or eight years, is in a much more
advantageous position for cultivating a healthy community
spirit, because of the many divisions and cross-divisions for
purposes of instruction, games, and residence; and because the
seniority of the older students or pupils is a real seniority,
readily acknowledged by the younger ones. The divisions may
be so numerous and deep, especially in large schools, that the
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